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Introduction
YellowDog enables you to run applications on potentially multiple cloud platforms, automatically
coordinating the distribution of individual pieces of work to potentially hundreds of thousands of
workers and providing you with insight into the progress and status of your projects.
This document introduces you to the basic principles of YellowDog.
For more detail on using the YellowDog Portal, please see the documentation available from the
YellowDog Sharepoint site or website. You may also find it helpful to view the Getting Started and
other video demos available from the YellowDog User Videos page.

Platform and Portal
The YellowDog Platform provides all the infrastructure necessary to acquire compute from the
cloud, configure your cloud instances, and run applications on them. You can access the Platform
directly using either Java or Python, via the appropriate SDK. Detailed information on how to use the
Platform can be found in the Implementation Guide.
The YellowDog Portal provides a user-friendly web-based interface to the Platform. You can access
this interface using the URL provided by YellowDog. Most configuration and common actions can
be performed from the Portal. Detailed information on how to perform actions in the Portal can be
found in the Portal User Guide, and by clicking Help from within the Portal.

Conceptual Architecture
The YellowDog Platform is made up of a collection of microservices that perform the functions
necessary to provision compute, handle the running of applications across multiple compute
instances, manage objects, import information from cloud providers, and so on.
The most important services are:
· Compute Service This service co-ordinates the provisioning of instances from multiple

sources of compute via a single API. It also provides the Best Source of Compute functionality,
which can dynamically select the sources of compute that best fit specific needs.
· Scheduler Service This service manages compute resource for jobs, enabling the
coordination of large pieces of work across potentially hundreds of thousands of nodes
(instances).
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Relationship between Compute Service and Scheduler
More detailed information about workflow and individual items can be found in the Workflow section.

The Portal User Interface
When you initially log in, you will normally arrive at the top-level Dashboard that shows overall system
status.
To access the features of the Portal, use the icons in the left-hand menu bar. Each icon opens a
separate page that enables you to manage a different part of the cloud computing process.
Top-level Dashboard
The top-level Dashboard provides an instant overview of system health.
Summaries of key items are displayed in separate panes, using a standard format. You can click on
the areas of the graph to go to a list of the items in that status.

Example of an item status pane
Managing items
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When you click on one of the menu links on the left, or on a status graph from the Dashboard, the
Portal opens a summary of existing items. For example, clicking on the Sources menu will show you
a list of the available Compute Source Templates.

Managing Compute Source Templates in the Portal
You can use the arrows next to each heading to order items by that column. Some headings have
an additional arrow that enables you to filter the items shown.

Source Template list with a filter applied
Click on any item in order to view the item details in a new tab. You can open as many items as you
require.

3
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Viewing Compute Source Template details
To create a new item, click the Add button at top right. This will open a new item in a new tab.
Managing processes
For running processes such as applications (Work Requirements), clicking on an item will show an
item dashboard of important information such as the process's current status.
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Work Requirement detailed dashboard
You can normally deep dive into the process by clicking on some specific individual details. If the
details open in a pop-up, it may be possible to 'pin' the popup to the screen ( ), so that you can
keep it visible while you investigate further. For example, when exploring a specific provisioning
request (Compute Requirement), a pinned instance can be moved around the screen as convenient.

Instance details pinned on a Compute Requirement
YellowDog © 2015-2022
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Workflow
You can use YellowDog in a number of different ways. For example, you can:
· Provision cloud compute for use outside YellowDog.
· Manage the running of applications on your existing on-premise compute.
· Run applications in the cloud, automatically provisioning and deprovisioning compute as

necessary.
To use the full capabilities of YellowDog,the normal workflow is as follows:
1. Specify the sources of compute that YellowDog should be able to access. This is done by
setting up Source Templates. For information about Source Templates, see Source
Templates.
2. Specify how to use those Source Templates when provisioning compute. This is done by
creating one or more Compute Requirement Templates. These are reusable sets of
provisioning configuration that include settings such as which sources to use, and the
initialisation scripts to run on the instances. For information about Compute Requirement
Templates, see Compute Requirement Templates.
3. Create a Worker Pool to supply cloud instances for your applications. Each instance
becomes a single Node, which may run multiple workers. For information about Worker Pools,
see Worker Pools.
Note Worker Pools provision instances by creating a Compute Requirement, based on a
specified Compute Requirement Template. You can also create a Compute Requirement
directly to provision instances without using a Worker Pool. For more information, see Compute
Requirements.
4. Configure the Nodes and Workers in your Worker Pool, if required. This creates an Advanced
Worker Pool, which may be used, for example, to run an an external scheduler in tandem with
the YellowDog scheduler.
5. Specify how your software application should be run on the workers, and pass in any required
parameters. In YellowDog,this is called a Work Requirement. In order to run on the workers,
your application must be structured as a set of separate processes (Tasks). For information
about Work Requirements, see Work Requirements.
Most of these stages can be performed through the Portal. If you choose to use the SDK to perform
any of these actions, you must provide the resulting application with access to the Platform. For
more information, see Access.
The relationship between the different items that make up this workflow is shown in the following
diagram:

6
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The key items are described further in the following sections.
In order to support this workflow, YellowDog must be configured with the required supporting objects
and permissions. For more information, see Platform Setup.

Source Templates
A Source in YellowDog is a specific provider of compute instances. An individual Source defines
the cloud provider, the credentials used to access that provider, the specification of the instances
required, and the system images to use on those instances.
To avoid specifying these details every time you want to provision compute, they can be captured as
a Source Template that can be reused and shared. In YellowDog Index, individual Sources are
created from a flexible Source Template that enables the instance and/or image specification to be
specified at the time of provisioning, if required.
You can create and manage Source Templates in the Portal, from the Sources menu. For full
information about creating Source Templates, see the Portal User Guide section on Setting Up the
Portal > Provisioning Compute > Managing Sources. This document is available from the
YellowDog website.
Once created, each Source Template is automatically assigned a set of Source Traits based upon
the source type and the options selected. These affect the actions that can be performed on a
Compute Requirement that uses this Source Template, such as whether its instances can be
stopped and restarted. For more information, see the Portal User Guide section on Managing
Sources.
7
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In the SDK, each Source is specified using a separate object. For example, AWS Sources can be
created using the AwsSpotComputeSource, AwsOnDemandComputeSource or
AwsFleetComputeSource objects.

Compute Requirement Templates
Compute Requirement Templates speed up the provisioning process by enabling an individual
Compute Requirement to inherit a standard set of parameters, rather than having to specify them all
individually every time you make a provisioning request.
A static template will always use the same Sources to provision. A dynamic template enables you
to provision from the 'best' sources available, using criteria you provide. Dynamic templates are a
more advanced concept that forms part of the Best Source of Compute feature.
You can create and manage both kinds of Compute Requirement in the Portal, from the Templates
menu.
For full information about the options that can be set in a Compute Source Template, see the Portal
User Guide section on Setting Up the Portal > Provisioning Compute > Compute
Requirement Templates. This document is available from the YellowDog website.
Provisioning Strategies
You can distribute your request for instances between your sources of cloud compute in the following
ways:
· Waterfall Provision YellowDog attempts to provision all the required instances using the first

source selected. If it cannot, it will provision as many instances as it can and attempt to
provision the remainder from the second source. It will continue to proceed in this fashion until
all instances are provisioned. This can be used to, for example, attempt to provision instances
with a high specification but fall back to a lower specification if not enough instances of the
higher spec are available.
· Split Provision YellowDog attempts to distribute the requested instances evenly across the
selected sources.
· Single Source Provision YellowDog attempts to provision all the required instances from a
single source.

Worker Pools
A Worker Pool consists of a group of instances (Nodes) that are provisioned by a single Compute
Requirement. Each individual Node may run multiple workers. A Worker Pool is normally used to
run Work Requirements (the YellowDog object that defines the running of software on workers). One
Worker Pool can be used to run multiple Work Requirements, and a single Work Requirement can
use multiple Worker Pools.
When using the YellowDog Scheduler, the Scheduler will automatically create a Compute
Requirement to provision your Worker Pool based on a Compute Requirement Template.
8
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It is possible to create a Worker Pool where some of the Nodes are configured differently to others,
for example if you wish to use some Nodes to run an external scheduler to control the rest of the
pool. This is called an Advanced Worker Pool.
Worker Pools are normally set up to allow auto scaling. This means that the Scheduler may
automatically provision and deprovision instances based on the amount of work that needs to be
processed. For more information on how you can configure auto scaling to balance different cost or
deadline constraints, see Auto Scaling.
You can create and manage your Worker Pools from the Workers page. You can Shutdown a
Worker Pool either from the main Worker Pool list, or from the individual Worker Pool's dashboard.
For more information, see the Portal User Guide section How to Use the YellowDog Portal >
Managing Worker Pools.

Compute Requirements
You can request cloud instances from providers by creating a Compute Requirement. When using
the Portal, this requirement must be based on a Compute Requirement Template that has already
been set up in the system.
You can create and manage Compute Requirements in the Portal, from the Compute menu.
Note You can also create a Compute Requirement directly, without using a template, from the
SDK, using the the object ComputeRequirement. For full information about using the SDK,
see the Implementation Guide section on Workflow > Provisioning Instances. This document
is available from the YellowDog website.
Compute Requirement structure
A Compute Requirement consists of:
· One or more sources of compute. When using the Portal, the Source Templates to use are

specified as part of the Compute Requirement Template.
· The strategy for choosing which sources to use to supply the requested number of instances.
When using the Portal, the Provision Strategy is specified in the Compute Requirement
Template.
· The machine images to use to provision these instances. At least one image must be set within
the overall Compute Requirement, but it may be set within the Template or each individual
Source rather than on the Requirement itself. For more information on specifying Images, see
Images.
· The target number of instances to request.
Auto Reprovision
The Auto Reprovision option creates a Compute Requirement that automatically provisions more
instances if the number of running instances falls below the requested number. You can change
these settings later if required, from the Compute Requirement's dashboard page.
9
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You should not set Auto Reprovision if the Compute Requirement is to be used for a Worker Pool
managed by YellowDog, as Worker Pool scaling can handle reprovisioning as required.

Work Requirements
A Work Requirement is a specific computing job such as a single application. A Work Requirement
should be structured as a set of smaller programming tasks that can each be performed by a
separate worker process, and includes the definition of how workers should handle these individual
tasks.
A Work Requirement must be created using the SDK. For full information about using the SDK, see
the Implementation Guide section on Workflow > Creating the Work Requirement.
You can monitor and manage the Work Requirements and Tasks created by your applications from
the Work page.
Work Requirement structure
A Work Requirement consists of:
· Groups of individual processing tasks that share the same worker-related properties.

Dependencies can be set between these Task Groups.
· The properties to be used for each Task Group, such as the applications required to run the
tasks, how many workers the group will claim, and its strategy for claiming and releasing
workers.
· The individual processing tasks (Tasks) within each group. These are created separately and
then added to a Task Group, meaning that Tasks can be created dynamically while the Work
Requirement is running.
Each Task Group will automatically claim appropriate workers to run its tasks. If there are not
enough workers to run all the tasks, the Scheduler may automatically request that further Workers are
provisioned. For more information, see Auto Scaling.

Object Storage
YellowDog provides an Object Store service that you can use for the objects required by your
applications. Alternatively, you can configure YellowDog to interact directly with your cloud
providers' object storage.
If using the YellowDog Object Store, you can monitor and manage any objects used by your
applications from the Objects page. Objects are stored using an object name structure based on
the namespace and name of the relevant Work Requirement.
Cloud data storage
The Objects page can also be used to provide transparent access to any cloud object storage you
have access to, via a Namespace Storage Configuration. For more information on accessing
your cloud storage from YellowDog, see the Portal User Guide section on How to Use the
YellowDog Portal > Managing Objects > Managing Cloud Data Storage.

YellowDog © 2015-2022
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Platform Setup
In order to provision compute and run applications through YellowDog, it is necessary to configure
items such as Platform security and access to appropriate machine images. YellowDog can advise
on platform setup, or may even perform some of the necessary configuration.

Access
All security and access within YellowDog is managed from the Account menu.
For full information about security and access, see the Portal User Guide section on Setting Up the
Portal > Managing Logins and Credentials. This document is available from the YellowDog
website.
Access to YellowDog
Individual access to YellowDog is controlled using Users and Applications:
· An individual can access YellowDog either using a specific YellowDog login (a local user), or

via a third-party login (an external user). Currently YellowDog only supports external
authentication using Microsoft ActiveDirectory. For full information about the differences
between local and external users, and instructions on setting up external authentication, see the
Implementation Guide section Before You Begin > Specifying Security Credentials >
User Logins.
· Applications authenticate to the YellowDog Platform using an Application object. You can
create a new Application from the Applications tab. When creating the new Application,
ensure that you copy or write down the Key ID and Key Secret as your applications will
require these for authentication.
Access to cloud provider accounts
In order to access compute, the YellowDog Platform uses your cloud provider login details. These
are stored in encrypted form, and access to them is controlled using Keyrings.
Each Keyring can contain multiple credentials. For example, you could create a Keyring that
contains all the credentials required to access the Source Templates used in a particular Compute
Requirement Template.
In order to provision and use Compute, a User or Application must have access to a Keyring
containing the appropriate credentials. To grant an existing application access to a Keyring, use the
Keyrings tab. You can also select the Keyrings an application can access as part of application
creation.
To grant user access to a Keyring, that user must claim access to the Keyring through the Keyrings
tab. Provide the user with the Keyring Name and Keyring Password. This password is supplied
by the system at Keyring creation, and for security it cannot subsequently be viewed or retrieved.
11
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For more information about working with Keyrings, see the Portal User Guide section on Setting Up
the Portal > Keyrings.

Images
In order to run software in the cloud, all the software and configuration elements you require must be
installed on the cloud servers using a machine image. As part of provisioning, YellowDog configures
your instances with the image that you specify. The images that you require must be created before
you provision compute.
To use a specific image that is registered with a provider, you can simply specify the provider's
unique image reference as the Image ID in the Source, Compute Template or Compute
Requirement.
You can also manage your images using the YellowDog Image Service. The Image Service enables
you to use a single Image ID to automatically select, from a set of images, the image that is
compatible with your source. You can set up and manage images within the Image Service from the
Images menu.
Images managed by the Image Service will normally appear be shown as options in a drop-down
when entering image details. Alternatively, you can reference an image in the following format:
yd/namespace/family[/group[/image]]
For full information about adding and managing images, see the Portal User Guide section on
Setting Up the Portal > Provisioning Compute > Managing Images. This document is
available from the YellowDog website.

Advanced Concepts
The following features extend the basic structures already described to provide a more sophisticated
approach to provisioning and work management.
You should be comfortable with the basic YellowDog objects and how to use them before you
attempt to use these features.

Best Source of Compute
The Best Source of Compute feature enables you to dynamically select the Sources that best fit your
requirements at the time the Compute Requirement is run. It consists of two related items:
· Source Template Attributes
· Dynamic Compute Requirement Templates

To use Best Source of Compute, you create a Compute Requirement that is based on a Dynamic
Template rather than a Static Template. This enables you to set, instead of a fixed list of Sources, a
set of required and preferred Source Attributes. YellowDog then fulfills the Compute Requirement
using the Sources that best fit your preferences.
12
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Source Template Attributes
Attributes are the characteristics of an individual Source. They can be viewed and managed from
the Attributes menu.
There are three types of Attribute:
· Source Attributes Information belonging to the Source Template itself, such as its cloud

provider or whether there is a maximum number of instances that can be provisioned with this
Template. These cannot be edited directly.
· External Attributes Information about sources that is provided by an external information
source. For example, the YellowDog Index can provide Attributes related to current pricing.
These cannot be edited directly.
· User Attributes Custom information or tags that can be manually created and added to
Source Templates. For example, User Attributes could be used to indicate Source Templates
relating to instances with higher security or special contract terms.
For more information on creating and managing Attributes, see the Portal User Guide section on
Setting Up the Portal > Provisioning Compute > Managing Source Attributes.
Dynamic Compute Requirement Templates
Dynamic templates do not have a specific set of associated sources of compute. Instead, they use a
set of specifications to select the best Sources dynamically when a provisioning request is made.
Note Dynamic Templates can only select Sources from Source Templates that do not have a set
Image ID.
When creating a Dynamic Template, instead of setting Source Templates you set the following
Source requirements:
· Constraints The settings that Sources must have in order to be selected for a Compute

Requirement.
· Source Trait Filters If desired, you can use Source Traits as constraints. For example, if you
selected Can Stop Start, the template would select only Sources whose instances could be
stopped and restarted, and you would also be able to stop and start the Compute Requirement
as a whole.
· Preferences If the selected Constraints provide more Sources than required, your Preferences
will be used to select the Sources actually used in the Compute Requirement. They will also
set the order of Sources for a Waterfall Provisioning Strategy. Preferences can be weighted.
For more information on creating and managing Dynamic Templates, see the Portal User Guide
section on Setting Up the Portal > Provisioning Compute > Compute Requirement
Templates.
Further conceptual and technical information can be found in the Implementation Guide sections
Workflow > Provisioning Instances > Compute Requirement Templates and Workflow >
Provisioning Instances > Specifying Sources of Compute.
13
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Best Compute Source Report
The Best Compute Source Report shows you how YellowDog has selected the final Sources to use in
a Compute Request based on a Dynamic Template. You can also run this report directly from the
template, where it can help you refine your selection criteria.
To run the Best Compute Source Report from a Compute Requirement, use the
icon. To run it
from a Dynamic Template, click Test Template. You may need to set a Namespace and/or
ImageID in order to simulate Source selection.
The report contains four sections:
· Sources Shows the rank and score of the Sources that were selected, and how much each

preference contributed to each Source's score. You can mouse over a Source to highlight its
values in the Preferences section.
· Preferences Shows the preferences set by the Dynamic Template, and how much the
selected Sources differ on each preference.
· Constraints Shows the constraints set by the Dynamic Template. Sources that do no fit the
constraint criteria cannot be selected.
· Image Shows information about the Image set by the Dynamic Template. Sources that are not
compatible with this Image cannot be selected.

Example Best Compute Source Report
For more information on using the Best Compute Source Report, see the Portal User Guide section
on How to Use the YellowDog Portal > Managing Compute > Managing Compute
Requirements > Managing Instances > Understanding Dynamic Source Selection.
YellowDog © 2015-2022
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Advanced Worker Pools
An Advanced Worker Pool is a Worker Pool in which Nodes have been configured to respond to the
addition or removal of Nodes from the pool (Node Events) by performing actions (Node Actions).
Different Nodes may be set to perform different actions.
Advanced Worker Pools are based on the following concepts:
· Node Types Some or all Nodes may have a Node Type applied. This is used to specify which

Nodes should run specific Node Actions. You can apply Node Types to a certain number of
Nodes, and/or to Nodes from specific Sources.
· Node Actions Node Actions enable you to configure and manage your Nodes. They can be
run both as part of Worker Pool configuration, and in response to Node Events. There are three
types of action available:
· Write File
· Run Command
· Create Workers
The Write File and Run Command actions accept Mustache templates as arguments,
which enables you to include details from your current Node or from other Nodes in the pool.
For more information about Mustache, see http://mustache.github.io/. You can choose which
Node Types should perform a given Node Action.
· Action Groups Actions can be coordinated across different Nodes using Action Groups. A
Node Action Group is a list of actions, but none of these actions will run until the previous
actions in the queue have completed on all the nodes that were running them.
· Node Events Node Events are generated by the system in response to changes in the Worker
Pool. The Node Events that can be generated are:
· STARTUP_NODES_ADDED
· NODES_ADDED
· NODES_REMOVED
Further conceptual and technical information can be found in the Implementation Guide section
Workflow > Creating the Worker Pool.
Example of Advanced Worker Pool use
For example, you could use Advanced Worker Pools to configure and run a third-party scheduler
such as Slurm on top of the YellowDog scheduler.
To create a dynamic Slurm cluster, during startup one node must be defined as a controller and the
others as daemons. Node Types can be used to divide the available nodes into a single controller
and multiple daemons, and Action Groups can ensure that the controller is configured before the
daemons attempt to contact it. A Mustache template can be used in a Write File action to
dynamically provide the details of the daemons during configuration of the controller.

15
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Auto Scaling
If the platform has more waiting Tasks than there are Nodes available to run them, the Scheduler
may automatically request that the Compute Service provision more instances. Conversely, if there
are no tasks waiting it may shut down idle Nodes to prevent unnecessary usage. This autoscaling
behaviour can be controlled by a small number of settings on Worker Pools and Task Groups.
For each Task Group, the following settings in the Run Specification control the Task Group’s
demand:
· minWorkers This many Workers must be claimed before the Task Group can run.
· maxWorkers The Task Group will not attempt to claim more than this number of Workers.
· tasksPerWorker This can be used to reduce demand from this Task Group by scaling the

number of Workers to claim.
When a Task Group has no more Pending tasks, it will release any Workers that are not currently
running Tasks. However, if this Task Group has previously released Workers and then discovered
more Pending tasks (for example, if a user added further tasks to the Task Group), the system will
slow its release of Workers depending on the learned likelihood of more tasks being added. This
reduces latency when further Tasks are added.
For each Worker Pool provisioned by YellowDog, the following properties control the Pool’s supply of
Nodes:
· minNodes Setting a minimum number of nodes reduces latency when demand increases from

a very low level.
· maxNodes This prevents upscaling beyond the constraints of budget or available provider
capacity.
· nodeIdleGracePeriod This controls how long a Node may wait to be claimed after registration,
before it enters the Idle Time Limit.
· nodeIdleTimeLimit This controls how long a Node may be idle, following either the Grace
Period or a period of activity, before it is automatically terminated.
It is possible to use these parameters to set a number of different autoscaling strategies according to
your organisation’s requirements. Full details and examples can be found in the Implementation
Guide sections Workflow > Creating the Worker Pool > Scaling the Worker Pool and
Workflow > Autoscaling Across Multiple Worker Pools and Task Groups.

Glossary
Advanced Worker Pool A Worker Pool that has been configured to contain multiple Node Types, or
that has been configured to perform specific actions on its Nodes in response to Nodes being added
to or removed from the pool. For more information, see Advanced Worker Pools.
Account An organisation's access to the YellowDog Platform. An organisation can restrict use of its
account and the items within it by creating individual Users.

YellowDog © 2015-2022
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Application An overall piece of work that runs using the YellowDog Platform to provide sources of
compute. See also Work Requirement.
Auto Scaling If a Worker Pool is set to Auto Scaling, the YellowDog Platform may automatically
provision and deprovision instances as required to supply the correct number of Workers for the
Tasks currently on the system.
Compute Requirement A request to provision sources of compute, using a specific Compute
Requirement Template. For more information, see Compute Requirements.
Compute Requirement Template Also sometimes called a Compute Template or Provisioning
Template. Contains information about instances that can be provisioned (Sources), which may be on
multiple cloud providers, and the strategy for distributing the required number of instances between
these sources. For more information, see Compute Requirement Templates.
Credential The details required to access compute on a specific cloud provider. Credentials are
accessed using Keyrings.
External User A user that signs in to the Portal via integration with a third party system such as
ActiveDirectory. For more information, see Access.
Keyring A set of Credentials that can be used to access sources of compute from a cloud provider.
Any given credential may be included in multiple keyrings. Compute Requirements and Applications
use keyrings when provisioning instances. For more information, see Access.
Image Family A set of related machine images. Using image families can simplify the process of
provisioning across multiple cloud providers. For more information, see Images.
Image Group A set of related machine images that are all at the same version. There may be
multiple Image Groups within an individual Image Family. For more information, see Images.
Meta Scheduling Using an external scheduler such as Slurm in addition to the YellowDog scheduler.
This is normally configured using an Advanced Worker Pool.
Namespace YellowDog uses namespaces to group entities within the platform. For example, an
application can only access objects that are uploaded to the same namespace. Namespaces can
be used to separate entities belonging to different projects.
Namespace storage configuration An item used to map a YellowDog namespace to a third party
object storage location. For more information, see Object Storage.
Node A compute instance that is registered with the Scheduler and can be used to run one or more
Workers.
Scheduler The YellowDog service that manages the distribution of computing jobs across workers.
Source A specific combination of cloud provider, region, instance type etc from which compute is
sourced. Each actual source used in a Compute Requirement is based on a Source Template that
may leave certain values blank to be filled in at provisioning time.
17
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Task The smallest unit of a computing job, which can be run on a single worker.
Task Group A collection of Tasks with similar properties. Task Groups may depend upon the output
of other Task Groups in order to run.
User A specific Portal login within the organisational account. An organisation can set up as many
users as required. For more information, see Access.
Work Requirement A specific computing job, which may include multiple Task Groups. A work
requirement also defines the way in which the scheduler service should run its Task Groups and
Tasks. For more information, see Work Requirements.
Worker A cloud process that can run Tasks. Multiple Workers can run on a single Node (instance).
Worker Pool A set of Workers running on a group of instances (Nodes) that was provisioned, and
may be maintained, by a single Compute Requirement. See also Advanced Worker Pool. For more
information, see Worker Pools.
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